OVERALL EDUCATIONAL GOAL OF ELECTIVE
To provide medical students with an experience to participate in any of many educational and administrative activities including planning, developing, evaluating and delivering an instructional module in medical education curriculum development.

OBJECTIVES
As medical graduates advance to academic positions, they will participate in medical education as front-line educators or as course administrators. Pre-doctoral experiences for these roles will prepare graduating physicians for these challenges.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES
This is a self-directed learning activity. Students will develop their own learning goals, do the research, create, develop and evaluate a project. They will distill what they have learned and receive feedback for the product.

METHOD OF EVALUATION
Final project based on agreed upon goals and objectives at the beginning of the program.

ARE THERE ANY PREREQUISITES FOR THIS ELECTIVE? No

IS THIS ELECTIVE AVAILABLE TO THIRD YEAR MEDICAL STUDENTS AS WELL? Yes